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Abstract. A low-cost, robust, versatile digital shadowgraph visualization
system is presented that provides a fast nonintrusive diagnostic for un-
steady high-speed flows. The technique is particularly designed for real-
time automated tracking of shock positions, enabling high-speed active
shock control. The visualization system is based on a high-intensity
white LED light source combined with a CMOS-imaging sensor, provid-
ing the system with three modes of operation: �1� high-resolution overall
instantaneous visualization; �2� high-resolution visualization showing
spatial-temporal variations in the flow field, allowing direct identification
of areas where changes occur; �3� adjustable windowed visualization at
reduced resolution at high frame rate �currently up to 980 Hz�. Experi-
mental results are presented together with numerical simulations based
on the high-accuracy NTS Navier-Stokes solver and Roe’s flux differ-
ence splitting method. The flow studied is an adjustable underexpanded
jet flow coming from a nozzle that is placed in a counterflowing Mach-2
flow. The interaction of the two flows results in a complex shock and
expansion pattern, providing a challenging configuration for the numeri-
cal flow solver. By modulating the jet, high-frequency changes are in-
duced in the interaction pattern, allowing simulation of shock movement
in a supersonic inlet. Good correspondence between measured and nu-
merical shock position and angle is found. © 2008 Society of Photo-Optical
Instrumentation Engineers. �DOI: 10.1117/1.2992621�

Subject terms: shock tracking; shadowgraphy; CMOS; high-speed visualization;
active shock control; compressible flow.
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Introduction

flow visualization system is presented, designed to pro-
ide a fast, low-cost, and easy-to-use diagnostic for aero-
ynamic design concepts. Besides providing a general flow
isualization capability, it is designed specifically for track-
ng high-speed unsteady events in a supersonic flow.

The system was developed initially to be used in the
esign of an efficient supersonic inlet. A major design
river for supersonic diffusers is the requirement to prevent
nwanted shock formation and shock blowout �supersonic
nstart�. One approach to increasing the efficiency of a gas
urbine engine is to actively control the position of the in-
rapassage shock wave through feedback control, rather
han traditional design methods.

Address all correspondence to B. H. Timmerman, University of Warwick,
chool of Engineering, Optical Engineering Laboratory, Gibbet Hill Road,
oventry, CV4 7AL, UK; E-mail: bht@eng.warwick.ac.uk

Currently at: University of Cambridge, Whittle Laboratory, Cambridge
B3 0DY, United Kingdom.

091-3286/2008/$25.00 © 2008 SPIE
ptical Engineering 103201-
To aid in the design and to study the dynamics and con-
trol of shock formation and movement, high-speed tracking
of shocks is needed. This typically requires a positional
shock measurement resolution better than 0.2 mm and tem-
poral resolution in the millisecond range. Furthermore, to
allow feedback control in these type of flows, the positional
data need to be transmitted to an active flow control device
at a rate in the region of 1 kHz.

The measurement technique developed here for dynami-
cal shockwave tracking is based on a low-cost, robust digi-
tal shadowgraphy assembly. The developed system pro-
vides both a global visualization needed for initial
determination of the approximate shock position, as well as
a high-speed tracking of the shock-wave position at rates
up to 1 kHz based on a zoomed view of the shock region.
Because of the unsteadiness in the flow, individual images
need to be recorded at relatively short exposure times �mi-
croseconds�, in order to freeze the instantaneous events and
avoid motion blurring.

Shadowgraphy, as a well-established technique for
compressible-flow-field visualization �see, e.g., Refs. 1 and
2�, especially in visualizing shock waves, was chosen as a
basis in order to build a robust system with a minimal num-
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�1
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er of optical components. Furthermore, the use of a fo-
used shadowgraphy system allows accurate determination
f the actual position of shock waves in the flow.

The digital recording of the shadowgraph images allows
irect processing, in this case used for online, real-time,
ontinuous determination of the shock-wave position. This
eal-time information can then be used for direct-control
eedback, e.g., to change flow settings in order to control
he shock formation in a supersonic inlet.

Several high-speed flow visualization systems have been
eported in the literature. For a long time, however, high
rame rates could generally only be achieved by the use of
pecialized systems such as drum cameras.3,4 Direct digital
maging, however, has often been limited to recording only
few images at the high rate,5–7 impeding �e.g.� the extrac-

ion of high-frequency flow oscillations. Longer sequences
ave been obtained at high resolution using �expensive�
edicated cameras �e.g., Ref. 8�. More recently, high-speed
ameras have become available, allowing frame rates well
eyond 1000 frames /s at megapixel resolution �e.g.,
hotron’s Fastcam SA-1� rather than the 25 or 30 Hz of
tandard cameras. Although these systems have been fairly
idely used in �e.g.� diesel spray analysis �e.g., Ref. 9�,

uch cameras are still relatively expensive. Alternatively,
igh-speed tracking has been achieved using lower-cost
hotodiode systems �e.g., Ref. 10�; however, these 1-D sys-
ems will only give information on a single point rather
han an area in the flow.

In the setup presented here, a relatively low-cost CMOS-
ype camera is used. The camera used here does not have a
lobal electronic shutter; here it is used to allow a new type
f imaging, spatial-temporal streak imaging, providing in-
ormation on both temporal and spatial variation in a single
mage.

The described system shows a novel direct method to
rovide active shock control within a transonic test facility.
he system was tested on an aspirated cone-shaped nozzle
laced in a supersonic flow in the supersonic wind tunnel of
he MIT Gas Turbine Laboratory. By varying the jet flow
enerated by the nozzle, the bow shock around the cone
as modulated, generating a high-frequency oscillation of

he bow shock.
The measured results are compared with results from

xisymmetric numerical simulations made with a high-
ccuracy compressible flow solver11 run in parallel proces-
or mode with a dual block grid.

High-Speed Imaging Using a CMOS Camera
he detection sensor used here is a Vitana PixeLINK PL-
653 megapixel CMOS camera. The 1

2-in. monochrome
ensor has a full resolution of 1280�1024 pixels, and can
e subwindowed down to 32�8 pixels at 8-or 10-bit
epth. Moreover, the position of these windows can be cho-
en arbitrarily. The maximum frame-rate depends on the
ize of the chosen window, the full-resolution frame rate is
2 frames /s at 8-bit image depth. Furthermore it provides a
ingle-cable FireWire connection, reading the image data
irectly into the memory of the host computer
400 Mbit /s�, eliminating the need for a data acquisition
ard.

An essential feature of this camera is that the sensor
ptical Engineering 103201-
lacks a global electronic shutter. The pixels in the sensor do
not capture data at the same time, but rather are exposed
pixel by pixel, row by row. As a consequence, the images
that are captured are not instantaneous, but show a time
delay between the rows. The start of each pixel’s integra-
tion is staggered by the reciprocal of the pixel clock rate
�up to 24 MHz�. When operating the camera at full-frame
resolution, this results in adjacent rows depicting events
approximately 80 �s apart.

By changing the camera settings it is possible to operate
the visualization system in three separate modes: still view
mode, spatial-temporal streak view mode, and tracking
view mode. Each of these modes produces a different type
of result.

2.1 Spatial-Temporal Streak View
Running the camera in video mode results in images akin to
those from a streak camera, i.e., the time at which the event
is captured varies along the rows of the picture. Unlike that
in a streak camera, however, the captured image is not a
one-dimensional strip, but the whole two-dimensional area
under investigation, i.e., each pixel in the image represents
a different location as well as a different moment in time.
The authors have therefore dubbed the result a spatial-
temporal streak image, and have found it to be a useful way
to visualize, in real time, the movement of shock waves that
are oscillating at a speed that is otherwise difficult to cap-
ture.

Despite the fact that images are not taken instanta-
neously in this mode, the effect of motion blur in the im-
ages that are captured is limited to extremely high-speed
events, and in general the data do not suffer from motion
blur. In the flows studied in this paper, with the camera
positioned so that the shock waves run primarily along the
vertical axis of the image, the shock typically oscillates no
more than �10 pixels side to side. At full frame resolution,
the sensor takes 1.2 �s to sample 20 adjacent pixels, mean-
ing that a shock would have to oscillate at more than
20 kHz before the readout rate caused rows to become
motion-blurred by more than 1 pixel. While each row can
therefore be considered an instantaneous view, adjacent
rows depict the shock position separated by approximately
80 �s, with the bottom of the picture representing the most
recent position. The result is a wobbly image, updated at
12 frames /s, that clearly shows the amplitude and fre-
quency of shock movement.

2.2 Still View Mode
Without a global electronic shutter the camera is unable to
capture an image across the entire sensor instantaneously,
resulting in the spatial-temporal images described. To nev-
ertheless obtain instantaneous snapshots, a shutter is in ef-
fect simulated by setting the camera to integrate for a time
longer than the readout period of the whole sensor �i.e., the
pixels capture information for a time longer than the read-
out period� combined with the exposure being determined
by a flashing light source, illuminating the imaged scene for
a controllable period. At the point when all rows are inte-
grating, the light source is flashed for the desired exposure
time. Thus, all pixels are exposed during the same “instant”
�the duration of the flash�, and a freeze-frame still image is
obtained. This furthermore requires the timing of the flash
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�2
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o be accurately controlled. The PL-A653 camera provides
TL-level connections to facilitate the control of external
ash and shutter mechanisms, but only down to pulses of
100 �s. Therefore, in the experiments described here, an

xternal triggered pulse generator is used, allowing the
ight source �an LED in this case� to be pulsed for periods

uch shorter than the limit imposed by the camera. In the
till-view-mode results shown in this paper, the pulse dura-
ion was 10�0.2 �s.

Still view mode therefore provides a live stream of in-
tantaneously captured images. While theoretically limited
o half of the normal frame rate �i.e., 6 frames /s for full-
rame images�, the implemented system ran at 2 frames /s
ecause the images had to be stored on hard disk, rather
han in RAM.

.3 Tracking View
he CMOS sensor can be set to any subwindow size at any
osition. For a reduced number of pixels, the frame rate
ncreases. At the maximum horizontal and minimum verti-
al resolution of 1280�8, the frame rate is typically
80 frames /s, with a readout period of approximately
40 �s. To reduce the readout time for the results shown
ere, only the last four rows of this subwindow were con-
idered, resulting in an acquisition time of 320 �s, or ap-
roximately 1 /8 of a 400-Hz oscillation period �for a neg-
igible exposure period�. A smaller horizontal resolution
urther reduces the acquisition time, meaning that for the
urposes of tracking, the acquisition can be considered to
e instantaneous.

Flow Configuration
he characteristics of unsteady shock behavior expected in
upersonic inlets were simulated in a supersonic wind tun-
el at the Gas Turbine Laboratory of MIT. The test section
f this tunnel is vertical, with the flow direction upwards,
nd measures 203�203 mm2 �8�8 in. �. Optical access is
rovided by two circular windows with a diameter of
33 mm �5 1

4 in.� in the sidewalls. An aspirated nozzle,
hown in Fig. 1, was placed at the center of the test section,
ointing downwards, i.e., in the direction opposite to the
unnel flow. The exit of this nozzle was placed at the level
f the center of the optical access windows.

Fig. 1 Aspirated nozzle in supersonic wind tunnel.
ptical Engineering 103201-
Air can be blown through the nozzle, generating an un-
derexpanded free jet flow. With this configuration in the
wind tunnel, different types of flow can be studied: firstly,
the wind-tunnel flow around the nozzle, generating a steady
shock-wave pattern around the spike; secondly, the free jet
flow from the nozzle, generating a shock-diamond pattern
typical of underexpanded free jets; and thirdly, a combina-
tion of the two. To simulate unsteady shock movement, the
jet flow coming from the nozzle can be modulated by vary-
ing the nozzle pressure using a simple rotary valve. Thus,
the diamond-shock pattern can be modulated, and more in-
terestingly, the position of the bow shock in front of the
nozzle in the jet-tunnel flow configuration can be varied,
allowing testing of high-speed shock tracking. In the results
shown here, the total pressure for the jet flow was varied to
generate a jet flow at Mach number varying between ap-
proximately Mj =0.9 �1.7 bar� and Mj =1.5 �3.7 bar�.

The tunnel parameters for the results presented are as
follows:

Mach number Mt 2.06
Total pressure 105.5 kPa
Static pressure 11.2 kPa
Total temperature 311 K

4 Flow Visualization
The system used in the experiments described here is based
on the focused shadowgraphy setup shown in Fig. 2. It
essentially consists of a light source, a microscope objec-
tive to expand the light beam, a second lens to produce a
collimated beam going through the field of interest �e.g., a
wind-tunnel test section�, and a similar lens to collect the
light, directing it into a photographic lens system that is
coupled to a CMOS detector. The use of a telescopic lens
arrangement on the imaging side allows the focusing plane
of the shadowgraphy system to be moved through the depth
of the test volume by changing the position of the photo-
graphic lens and camera. Thus a sharp image of any object
in the viewing area can be obtained. By adjusting the focus
of the lens, the sharpness of the shocks as seen by the
camera can be easily adjusted; by slightly defocusing, fea-
tures can be made to show up more clearly.

The projection and imaging optics are mounted on a
compact and portable optical breadboard system, which can
be positioned easily as two separate units on either side of
the test facility �here a wind tunnel�. The two separate units
can be moved away for tunnel maintenance and easily put
back in position, maintaining alignment. The whole ar-
rangement measures 2438 mm �96 in. � from end to end,
and the collimated beam section is 133 mm �5 1

4 in.� in di-
ameter �determined by the diameter of the tunnel windows,
the collimating and imaging lenses have a diameter of ap-
proximately 135 mm�.

Fig. 2 Focused shadowgraphy system.
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�3
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The camera is mounted at 90 deg, so that the wind-
unnel flow is seen to be along the horizontal axis of the
esulting image, from left to right.

Rather than using a discharge light source such as a
ercury arc lamp, a white LED is utilized. Unlike dis-

harge sources, the solid-state device provides a stable and
epeatable intensity level, with no jittering in its exact light-
mitting location. LEDs also offer long-life performance
�100,000 h� in a compact package and can be pulsed
uickly—typical rise times being less than 100 ns.

The selected LED �Microbeam™ Flashlight, Brookstone
ompany Inc., Mexico, MO, USA� comprised a blue-
mitting chip covered in a yellow-emitting phosphor layer.
o obtain a more even light distribution a yellow filter was
laced after the microscope objective in order to block the
lue component of the light emitted by such LEDs.

Shock Tracking
hadowgraphy is based on the fact that light beams that

ravel through a medium with a variation in refractive in-
ex, as in compressible flows around an object, will be
efracted,1 bending towards the region of higher refractive
ndex. Thus, shock waves in a flow show up as narrow
ands consisting of a light and a dark area in the recording
lane. In a focused shadowgraphy system the shock loca-
ion can be determined as the outer edge of the dark area.
his forms the basis of the high-speed shock-tracking algo-

ithm that was developed for this study.
In the high-speed shock-tracking mode, only the last

our rows of any 1280�8 frame delivered by the camera
re considered. Given that 8 pixels here typically represent
ess than 0.5 mm in the imaged plane �for the 5 1

4-in. view-
ng area�, the frames are vertically integrated to give a
oise-reduced one-dimensional array �neglecting shock cur-
ature�. Variations in intensity caused by uneven illumina-
ion and steady dirt on �e.g.� the windows of the wind tun-
el are eliminated by subtracting an integrated strip from
he same location in an image taken when there was no
hock present, to produce a referenced strip. Each frame is
hen processed to find the positions of shocks. The resulting
osition data are plotted on screen, saved to disk, and out-
utted electronically using an 8-bit digital-to-analog con-
erter connected to the PC parallel port.

.1 Shock Position
o distinguish dark-bright variations in the referenced data
trips associated with shocks from variations due to noise,
pper and lower thresholds were applied �Fig. 3�. To deter-
ine these threshold values, the referenced data strip is

ivided into ten sections containing an equal number of
ixels. The minimum and maximum values are then deter-

Fig. 3 Shock position identification.
ptical Engineering 103201-
mined for each section, and the upper and lower threshold
values subsequently set as the values of the third largest
maximum and the third smallest minimum, respectively.
The centroids of the dark and bright parts of the shock
image are then calculated as

centroidlower =
�x�A�Ix − tlower� · x

�x�A�Ix − tlower�
,

centroidupper =
�x�B�Ix − tupper� · x

�x�B�Ix − tupper�
,

where I is the referenced intensity, tlower and tupper the
threshold values, and x the pixel position. In these equa-
tions, A comprises those pixels where I� tlower, and B those
pixels where I� tupper.

The calculated positions of the upper and lower thresh-
old are then used to determine the shock position, which is
defined to be a distance d away from the position of the
lower centroid �3d from the upper centroid�, where d is half
the distance between the upper and lower centroids �Fig. 3�.
Thus, if the upper centroid is to the left of the lower cen-
troid �as would be the case for a bow shock generated
around an object by a flow from the left�, shock position
can be calculated as:

shock position = centroidlower +
centroidlower − centroidupper

2
.

For a given number of pixels in the area considered to
represent a shock, the accuracy of the calculated position is
dependent on the intensity and distribution of noise within
the referenced intensity data. Assuming the pixel intensities
beyond the thresholds form symmetrical distributions, then
the error in the calculated position is given by

error =
n · �a/2�2 + n · �b/2�2

�x�A�Ix − tlower� + �x�B�Ix − tupper�
,

where n is the maximum noise intensity, and a and b are
the number of pixels in A and B, respectively.

6 Numerical Simulation
For comparison, axisymmetric numerical simulations were
made using the high-accuracy NTS Navier-Stokes
solver,11,12 which is capable of solving flow conditions with
a wide range of Mach numbers. For the nonlinear spatial
derivatives Roe’s13 flux difference splitting method is used.
For this, underlying interpolations can be up to fifth-order
accuracy. The solution is marched forward in time using a
second-order implicit backward differentiation.

The code is run in parallel processor mode, and the
simulation is performed on a specially formed grid of ap-
proximately 400,000 nodes to take into account the cone-
shaped nozzle. Because of the low geometrical complexity,
the grid is generated algebraically. The grid consists of two
blocks: an inner and an outer block. To resolve the more
intricate flow features around the pulsating jet region, an
especially fine inner block grid is used, to avoid a singular-
ity at the axis. The inner block’s radial extent is in the
region of 0.0001 to 0.005 m. The simulation is run in un-
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�4
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teady mode, needing around 10 subiterations per time step.
he real time step �t� is related to a nondimensional time
tep t*= tv0 / l0, where v0 and l0 represent the velocity and
ength scales, respectively. Using a nondimensional time
tep of t*=0.5 is found to be successful. All simulations are
un in parallel OpenMP mode.

In the present study, free jet nozzle flows are not explic-
tly solved, but are treated by prescribing a suitable velocity
rofile as an inlet boundary condition. A power-law veloc-
ty profile is specified at the jet outlet; the Mach numbers of
he jet flow and the tunnel flow can each be at a maximum
f 2.0. A sinusoidal disturbance is artificially added to the
ssumed mean velocity profile at the nozzle exit and nor-
alized by the centerline inlet velocity. Near to the jet re-

ion a fine grid is used so as to resolve detailed flow struc-
ures. The results are circumferentially averaged.

Results
ll results shown here are normalized after subtracting a
o-flow background image, minimizing effects of uneven
llumination and dirt.

.1 Still View
igure 4�b� shows the still view when the tunnel is operat-

ng at Mach M =2.06, without a through-nozzle flow, while
ig. 4�a� shows the Navier-Stokes result. A complex shock
attern is seen. Note that the numerical result shows the
ensity field in the center plane, whereas the shadowgraph
s the result of light bending integrated over the full width
f the flow field. Although due to this the shocks cannot be
irectly seen, the expansion wave at the junction of the
one with the main body can be identified. Furthermore, the
end in the bow shock seen in the shadowgraph is repro-
uced in the density field obtained numerically.

Figure 5�b� shows the still view with tunnel flow and
teady through-nozzle flow �at total jet pressure Pj
3.7 bar, M =1.5�, while the Navier-Stokes result is shown

ig. 4 Comparison for Mt=2, no jet: �a� density plot of center-plane
avier-Stokes solution �b� shadowgraphy, still view.
j

ptical Engineering 103201-
in Fig. 5�a� �note that the jet Mach number here is some-
what higher, at 2.0�. The multiple shocks can be seen to
reduce to a single strong bow shock at an increased stand-
off distance from the nozzle, and another shock system
with inverted density gradient is seen in front of the nozzle.
Again, good correspondence is found between the shapes
and positions of both the bow shock and the expansion
wave. Also, the numerical result gives an indication for the
causes for the particular shock structure found between the
bow shock and the nozzle exit. Behind the bow shock a
strong compression takes place, resulting in a small high-
density region between the jet and the bow shock, appar-
ently bordered by a high density gradient.

7.2 Spatial-Temporal Streak View
When the through-nozzle flow—and therefore the shock
position—is steady, the spatial-temporal streak view is
identical to the still view. When the through-nozzle jet flow
is modulated, however, a clear modulation of the shocks is
shown in the streak view �Fig. 6�. Figure 6�a� and 6�b�
show the spatial-temporal streak view when the through-
nozzle flow is modulated between 1.7 and 3.7 bar at 80 and
550 Hz, respectively.

Fig. 5 Comparison: �a� density plot of Navier-Stokes solution
�Mt=2, Mj=2�; �b� shadowgraph, still mode, Mt=2.06, Mj=1.5.

Fig. 6 Shadowgraphy result obtained in spatial-temporal mode.
M =2.06, M �0.9 to 1.5: �a� f�80 Hz, �b� f�550 Hz.
t j

October 2008/Vol. 47�10�5
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Although the images obtained in this mode are not
traightforward to interpret, they contain useful information
hat is not present in those obtained in the more conven-
ional still mode.

Firstly, the image contains spatial information, although
lightly complex to extract. The wobbly image of the bow
hock gives a misleading impression of irregularly shaped
hock waves, for the instantaneous still views of the same
ow conditions show images similar to that in Figure 5�b�,

.e., the shocks remain smooth. Therefore, it can be con-
luded that due to the jet modulation, the bow shock is
oved to and from the jet nozzle. Thus, the irregularity

ndicates movement, not deformation. This is confirmed by
he video still shown in Video 1, where a windowed view
f the shock oscillation is shown, taken at 200 frames /s, as
ell as by the numerical result for the oscillating flow

hown in Video 2. In both cases the images of the bow
hock are affected the most, as shown by the clear period-
city in Fig. 6�a� and 6�b�. The effect also shows up in the
hock closest to the bow shock as well as in the ones origi-
ating close to the cone-cylinder transition. The diverging
hocks going from the nozzle exit and the vertical shock at
heir end points �Mach disk� do not show signs of unsteadi-
ess, indicating they remain in position.

ideo 1. Shadowgraphy visualization of shock oscillation, taken at
00 frames/s �MPEG, 860 KB�.
URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2992621.1�.

ideo 2. Numerical simulation of shock oscillation �MPEG,
86 KB�. �URL: http://dx.doi.org/10.1117/1.2992621.2�.
ptical Engineering 103201-
Secondly, by analyzing the modulations seen in spatial-
temporal images such as those shown in Fig. 6, the fre-
quency of the movement can be determined. In Fig. 6�a�
about 6 or 7 oscillations are seen in the bow shock; at a
framing rate of 12 frames /s this would correspond to a
frequency of ��1 /12� /6.5�−1�78 Hz. For the flow in Fig.
6�b�, where about 44 oscillation periods are seen, the esti-
mate is �530 Hz. Note that the modulation frequency
could only be set indirectly, and the resulting frequency
could not be determined accurately from the valve motor.
From the shock-tracking experiments described later it was
found that the set frequency was typically about 5% higher
than the frequency determined from the tracking measure-
ments. Thus, given the framing rate, a reasonable estimate
of the oscillation period in the flow can be determined from
the number of oscillations in the image.

Increasing the total pressure for the modulated nozzle
flow to above 3.7 bar results in an unstable wavering, as
shown in Fig. 7, while the still view is still similar to Fig.
5�b�. In this case, a clear disturbance is seen not only in the
bow shock and the hemispherical one closest to it, but also
in all other shocks. The spatial-temporal streak view shown
in Fig. 7 clearly depicts the irregular motion of the shock
wave in contrast to the images shown in Figs. 6�a� and 6�b�,
whereas an instantaneous view such as Fig. 5�b� offers no
such information. The still images and spatial-temporal
streak view images are complementary, suggesting in this

Fig. 7 Spatial-temporal view of unstable oscillation �jet nozzle pres-
sure �3.7 bar�.
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�6
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ase that the bow shock remains smooth and is displaced in
ts entirety �horizontally in the images�, but not with a regu-
ar oscillation.

.3 Tracking View
hock-tracking results for the modulation at 80 Hz nomi-
ally are shown in Fig. 8. Figure 8�b� shows a typical po-
ition plot, where the position was measured along the cen-
ral axis of the nozzle �as shown in Fig. 8�a��, showing an
ctual shock modulation frequency of 76 Hz. The numeri-
al result at this oscillation frequency �Fig. 8�c�� indicates
n amplitude of shock movement of approximately
.7 mm, which corresponds very well with the tracking re-
ult of 16 pixels, corresponding to �2 mm.

The amplitude of shock motion is found to decrease with
ncreasing excitation oscillation frequency, similar to that
ound by Doerffer et al.14 in their studies of forced shock
scillations.

Examination of the pixel intensities at any one instant
hows that the bright and dark areas that form the shock are
ery close to being symmetrical distributions. Thus, the po-
ition error may be calculated using the equation described

Fig. 8 Shock tracking: shock position versus
shadowgraph tracking: amplitude 16 pixels, �2
ptical Engineering 103201-
previously. For the data shown, this equates to approxi-
mately 0.6 pixels, or 4% of the total oscillation amplitude.

7.4 Shock Angle Measurement
To demonstrate the use of the system for monitoring shock
angle �e.g., to facilitate the study of unsteady oblique shock
waves�, two daisy-chained cameras were run in tracking
mode simultaneously. The cameras were mounted either
side of a beamsplitter, placed after the imaging lens, and
positioned to view the same area �Fig. 9�a��. The gains
were adjusted to compensate for the unequal reflectance
and transmittance of the beamsplitter. When running in
tracking mode, the sensor subwindow regions were set such
that one camera was viewing an area above the other �Fig.
9�b��. The shock angle was then calculated from the result-
ing two positions. For the bow shock in the flow studied
here, an angle variation is found between 36 and 38 deg to
the horizontal, corresponding fairly well to the
35.2 to 37.8 deg found from the Navier-Stokes simulations.

8 Discussion and Conclusions
The use of a low-cost CMOS sensor to achieve both full-
field-of-view megapixel flow visualizations and high-speed

for 76-Hz oscillation: �a� shock position; �b�
c� Navier-Stokes result: amplitude �1.7 mm.
time
mm, �
October 2008/Vol. 47�10�7
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hock position tracking has been demonstrated in a low-
ost digital focused shadowgraphy system tested on un-
teady supersonic flow fields. The system uses three current
dvances in technology: a robust, low-cost, ultrabright
hite-light LED as a light source, enabling microsecond

reeze-frame imaging of constant illumination quality; a
MOS camera for digital recording, allowing direct control
ver the size of the captured image, and making it possible
o trade off image size for image frame rate; and FireWire
ommunications technology to transmit the images directly
o a computer, which can then be used as input for a shock-
tabilizing control system.

The system allows data to be recorded in three basic
odes of operation: a still full-field-of-view freeze-frame
ode �with the current system at 1280�1024-pixel reso-

ution and 2 frames /s�, a windowed tracking mode
980 frames /s at 1280�8 pixels�, and a continuous full-
eld-of-view mode �1280�1024, 12 frames /s�. This last
ode is based on the fundamental mode of operation of
MOS cameras and allows a new type of visualization to
e obtained: spatial-temporal streak imaging. Although the
mages obtained in this mode are by no means trivial to
nterpret, they do help in the immediate identification of
egions of instability as well as giving information on in-
tability frequencies and amplitude.

Expanding the system with a second identical camera
ooking at the same flow region using a beamsplitter allows
igh-speed simultaneous tracking of features at different
ocations in the flow. Thus, e.g., the local angle of shock
aves can be determined and monitored for changes.
Because the CMOS camera uses FireWire connection,

mage processing can be performed immediately in the host
omputer. Thus, the system presented here can track the
osition of a flow feature at a rate of 980 Hz �determined
y camera frame rate�. The images reach the PC�250 �s
fter the event, and the position is then calculated in less
han 1 �s. A real-time 8-bit electronic output can then be
ent via a parallel port with less than 10-�s lag. Thus, the
osition information can be sent directly to a flow control
ystem, with a delay �300 �s, allowing immediate feed-
ack as input for a flow adjustment and controlling device,
.g., for controlling the shock position in a supersonic inlet.

The constructed system has low cost �£1000 for camera
lus light source� and can be generalized and miniaturized
n several ways. Thus, it has the potential to be used, e.g.,

ig. 9 Camera configuration for shock angle measurement: �a� im-
ging part of experimental setup, �b� total view for both cameras
ith viewing windows for the two cameras in tracking mode indi-
ated by red rectangles �top rectangle, camera 1; bottom rectangle,
amera 2�. �Color online only.�
ptical Engineering 103201-
for making an intrapassage transonic rotor shock measure-
ment to provide active control within a gas turbine engine.

The system is highly versatile and suitable to a wide
range of applications, including shock control, study of
forced shock oscillations,14 and aerodynamic heating
reduction.6

The results obtained with the shadowgraphy visualiza-
tion and tracking system are confirmed and clarified by the
numerical results. Good correspondence is found for shock
positions and angle oscillation.
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